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TRACK SYSTEMS & INFRASTRUCTURE

Each sleeper can give cause to aberrations in the

track geometry and supporting stiffness. In case of

a slab track, which is used more and more

nowadays, the rail is supported by a firm

foundation. It is clear that slab track provides far

higher lateral and longitudinal stability, and

deviations of the track geometry are smaller and

less likely to occur, given a good slab foundation.

The condition of the track geometry is, therefore,

very good and will remain likewise, improving

passenger comfort and considerably decreasing the

amount of maintenance.

Ballasted track
In comparison to slab track, the disadvantages of

ballasted track include:
! The tendency of the track to ‘float’ in both

longitudinal and lateral directions after a 

period of time
! Limited non-compensated lateral acceleration

in curves caused by the limited lateral

resistance provided by ballast
! Flying of ballast particles due to passing trains,

resulting in damaging of the rails and wheels
! Reduced permeability due to contamination,

wear of ballast, and penetration of fine

particles from the subgrade
! A relatively heavy and high track structure 

requiring stronger constructions for bridges

and viaducts

The rate at which the track deteriorates is closely

related to the quality of the track components and

the way they are assembled (at construction), 

the track geometry, the homogeneity of the

subgrade layers, and the supporting capacity of the

subballast.

In the case of continuing ballast beds on

bridges (or in tunnels), additional elasticity must

be provided by:
! Application of ballast mats
! Increased elasticity of the rail pads

Nevertheless, maintenance will be needed on a

regular basis.

Slab track
In comparison to ballasted track, the advantages

of slab track (or ballastless track) are in general

reduction of maintenance and a higher stability of

the track:
! The track is to a large extent maintenance free.

Maintenance work like tamping, ballast

cleaning, and track lining is unnecessary.

Maintenance costs amount to 20-30% of the

maintenance costs of ballasted track
! Increased service life, and possibility of almost

full replacement at the end of the service life
! Near maximum availability and hardly any

hindrance to residents due to scarce nightly

maintenance works
! No drag forces at ballast with the passing of

high-speed trains
! The unconditional use of electro-magnetic

wheel brakes
! The excess of superelevation and cant

deficiency of the track with mixed use of

freight- and passenger trains does not cause

altering of the track position
! Simple corrections up to 26mm in vertical

position and 5mm in horizontal position are

possible to counteract small deformations
! Reduced structure height and weight

Other reasons for applying slab track can be:
! The lack of suitable ballast material
! Track accessibility to road vehicles
! The abatement of noise and, in particular,

vibration nuisance
! Preventing the release of dust from the ballast

bed into the environment

In comparison to ballasted track, the disadvantages

of slab track (or ballastless track) are in general:
! Higher construction costs
! Higher airborne noise reflection
! Large alterations in track position and

superelevation can only be made possible by

substantial amounts of work
! Adaptability to larger displacements in the

embankment is relatively small
! In case of derailment, repair works will take

much more time and effort

Some aspects 
of track design 
The ‘classical’ track is comprised of rails, ballast and sleepers (originally wooden sleepers),
but today these are often concrete. The general problem which occurs with ballasted track
is the deterioration of the track due to traffic loading. Ballast consists of packed loose
granular material of which the grains wander, wear and break up, causing increasing
geometrical unevenness and clogging of the ballast bed by fine particles which cause
drainage problems. Therefore, regular maintenance is needed to restore the track geometry.
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‘‘The rate at which the track 
deteriorates is closely related 
to the quality of the track 
components and the way they
are assembled’’
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! Transitions between ballasted track and slab

track require attention

The application of slab track may require extensive

measures concerning the preparation of the

foundation. The sublayers must be homogenous

and capable of bearing the imposed loads without 

significant settlements. The resulting high

construction costs have prevented widespread use

of slab track for main lines so far, with an

exception for high-speed lines.

From a point of view of dynamic excitation,

the resilience of the track forms an important

aspect. In ballasted track, the ballast spring is

mainly responsible for that. In slab track this

flexibility should be created through the rail pads.

In sleeper structures, the pads normally just filter

out the high-frequency load components, but in

slabs they also have to take care of the low

frequencies associated with the ballast spring. A

very efficient solution for this in slab track is the

embedded rail.

With the increase of speed, the dynamics 

become more important and a simple quasi-

static analysis is no longer satisfactory. Instead of

assuming a dynamic amplification factor, as 

suggested in the traditional literature, now a full

dynamic analysis is required. The total system,

comprised of a moving train set, running on a track

with geometrical deviations in longitudinal 

direction, should be considered. Such a full

dynamic interaction between the vehicle and track

is facilitated by the DARTS-NL system1. In this way,

the geometrical deviations used in the analyses

could also be applied as the standards for track

maintenance. 

In classical vibration analyses, the load

frequency range to be considered is 10 – 80 Hz,

which is satisfactory for the plain line tracks.

However in domestic areas, when vibration

nuisance is an issue this range should be considered

wider. For concert halls and buildings with high

precision measurement equipment 4 Hz should be

considered as a minimum frequency. For the

maximum frequency some kHz might be applicable

for describing reradiated noise in the direct

neighbourhood.

Dynamic excitations are primarily induced by

longitudinal deviations in the vertical rail

geometry. The shorter the wavelength the more

aggressive the resulting loads are. In railway

practice, poor weld geometry forms the major

source of this type of impact loads as was discussed

earlier in European Railway Review Issue 5, 20082.

That article discussed, amongst others,

measurement of rail welds with the RAILPROF

electronic straightedge and the wireless

transmission of data for storage in the Access

WeldRegister database.

On transitions in CWR (Continuous Welded

Rail), and in particular on long bridges, special

attention should be given to longitudinal forces.

As the expansion regime is different for bridge and

CWR, additional longitudinal forces in rails and

bridge are developed, proportional to the bridge

length. Often in ballasted track, the difference in

expansion is adopted in the interface between

ballast and bridge deck, which leads to attrition

and degradation of the ballast and consequently

to local vertical settlements of the track. The same

can be observed at expansion devices. For the

analysis of these phenomena the program

LONGSTAB was developed, dealing with

longitudinal forces and track stability1.
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To improve track systems and passenger comfort, important regular track maintenance to systems and infrastructure is needed

‘‘The application of slab track 
may require extensive measures
concerning the preparation of
the foundation’’
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